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Abstract: The Prunus_armeniaca fruit is classified 

manually in wholesale markets, supermarkets and food 

processing plants on a normal or defects basis. The aim 

of this research is to replace the manual sorting 

techniques using computer vision techniques and 

applications by proposing techniques for identify and 

recognitions patterns through the use of 150 fruits of 

Prunus_armeniaca, 10 for the testing stage in fresh 

and 10 for testing stage in case of defects. The fruits 

Prunus_armeniaca collected from growing trees in the 

large fields of Salah al-Din province\Iraq. The system 

designed for classification based on the color image 

taken inside a black box used camera pixel resolution 

of (13 mega) with a constant intensity of light. . Used 

K-mean in phase segmentations and only computed 13 

features derive statistics from GLCM .classification 

phase used SVM classify fruit into two class, either 

(normal or defects) .Results the system success rate 

reach 100%.The work done using MATLAB R2016a. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

  Fruit production plays a vital role in any country 

Economically.It is part of agricultural production and 

industrial production (juices, dried fruit, and jam). Fruits 

are the main source of health because they contain 

minerals, vitamins, fiber and other nutrients, which form 

the main part of the balanced diet because it is 

considered the main factor of health and physical 

activity.  . In general, fruits are of different sizes, shapes 

and colors, so the process of determining the quality of 

fruits is very important in export and packaging of 

foodstuffs,  need a vision machine to check the quality, 

and efficiency of fruit. use of photography in the process 

of obtaining images because the images are a major 

source and important in the agricultural sciences through 

which data and information is recorded as well as the 

reproduction of this information and reporting  use of 

image processing has prominent effects in the analysis of 

images and digital treatment works to improve the image 

of the microscope to the optical range The analysis of 

images and digital treatments in agricultural sciences has 

been adapted to distinguish between fruits in terms 

quality . The analysis and processing of images is also 

important in terms of time and material costs, where they 

are considered more economical than working hands, 

development of agriculture and crops agricultural of 

importance and  terms of prices and quality all these 

factors linked to fruit .Prunus_armeniaca from summer 

fruits that can be eaten fresh or dried, a fruit of high 

nutritional value and has many benefits of them, 

maintains the health of the heart and eye and removes 

toxins body and resists cancer Anemia, stroke. It is 

thought to be a low-fat fruit with high sugar content. The 

importance of this type of fruit plays an important role in 

many of the food processing industry, such as juices, 

breeder and dryer, so the process of manual sorting  of 

The large quantities is very expensive and waste of time 

building an incubation based on computer vision is 

considered more economical in terms of time and effort 

required[1]. Image segmention is a process that pairtion 

a input Image ‘I’ into m sub regions. Strong literature on 

image segmentation is Permissible [2]. Clustering is the 

process splting in the sense of a particular pattern partion 

into groups with specific patterns where each section 

contains a similar pattern .Studied clustering problems 

on different scales especially in the field of applications 

including  neural networks, AI, and statistics [3 4 5]. K-

Means algorithm Is an unsupervised aggregation 

algorithm that classifies input data points into multiple 

categories based on the inherent distance from each 

other. The algorithm assumes that the characteristics of 

the data constitute a vector area and try to find natural 

clusters in it [6 7 8]. Machine learning is about the 

general structure of learning from data  use a class of 

algorithm called (SVM) the most active scan where 

focus on distinguishing patterns [9 10] Support Vector 

Machines (SVMs)  is distinctive and evolving style of 

classification compared to other methods such as neural 

networks, artificial and decision trees because they rely 

on the theory of automatic learning. They have great 

features including high precision, athletic and 

engineering capability, do not need a large number of 

training samples [11 12]. Pattern recognition system 

essentially include the following steps: first step, Data 

acquisition and preprocessing: Here the data from the 

surrounding environment is taken as an input and given 

to the pattern recognition system. The raw data is then 

preprocessed by extracting object of interest from the 

background. Tow step, Feature extraction: Then the 

relevant features from the processed data are extracted. 

These relevant features collectively form entity of object 

to be classified. Hired, Decision making: Here the 
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desired operation of classification or on the description 

of the extracted features. 

 

 

2. METHODS  
This describes the process of analysis and design, This 

project is divided in few processes which are imaging, 

pre-processing, feature extraction, database, 

classification, training and testing. The details of each 

element are described in figure(1). 

 
 

Figure1 Block diagram of the system 

 

 Data Acquisition: The fruit Prunus_armeniaca    was 

collected from trees in large farms in Salah al-Din/ Iraq 

collected 150 samples, the colored images of 

Prunus_armeniaca is input to the designer system, a 

small room was designed for photography in order to 

maintain the conditions for all of the samples used as a 

stable light source, The camera is a black paper box 

with a black rectangular base to reduce shadow and                    

reflections. The light is only used on the camera's flash 

Captured using a phone camera with a pixel of (13 

mega).   resolution .The camera is 20 cm away from all 

the samples taken. Capture 55 images for 55 samples 

are considered normal and 75 images of 75 samples are 

considered defective from Prunus_armeniaca  . Show 

figure (2). 

 Preprocessing: For all input image resize (256 * 

256).Followed by image segmentation techniques to 

remove the background area since our paper only 

focuses on the fruits. Selsct a K-Mean clustering 

algorithm for segmentation, RGB image segmentation 

uses color as homogeneity criteria for spliting. The 

varieties of K-Mines have been explored for the color 

image segmentation by paper researchers for decades. 

The nonlinear conversion of the color components is 

three layer luminosity layer,Color classification in  

Space using K meanschromaticity-layer is repersent tow 

layers  ,Color classification in  Space using K-mean  

clustering. Show figure (3). 

 Features Extracting: Structural  method using gray-

level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) and defined  

statistical measures for texture. Co-occurrence Matrix 

provides information on the structure and pattern of the 

texture, and it co-occurrence used to Computational 

characteristic  are calculated as these charactrestic  are 

highly sensitive to differences in light but are 

nevertheless  popular in various areas of texture 

analysis [13 14 15]. After segment the interest object 

,convert RGB segment to gray level and drive features  

from GLCM  computed for each sample either( normal 

and affected ). Statistics features descriptors which are 

(Contrast, Correlation, Energy, Homogeneity, Mean, 

Standard Deviation, Entropy, RMS, Variance, 

Smoothness, Kurtosis, Skewness, and IDM). As 

           entry in GLCM Based on the definition where 

g is the number of possible gray    levels. ∑ is sigma 

(used for the summation)  operator, Ng = L=Number of 

distinct gray levels in the images. µ is mean,  is 

variance, P (I) is defined as: [13 14 15 16 17 18 19]. 
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Root mean square =√                               (14) 

Show figure (4). 

 

 Classification: In the classification, texture features are 

derived as that of the training and compared with 

corresponding feature values stored in the database. use 

methods SVM (support vector machine) supervised 

binary classification algorithm works on a set of points 

based of the spatial dimension to generate [math](N-

1)/[math] the separation of those points into two class 

of features SVM considered the best in finding the best 

separation line where looking for the nearest point that  

said by the vector supporting this  points such as vector 

and the best line A break  the one on which the work 

depends. SVM find the points near and draw a line to 

connect those points by vector subtracting from two 

classes   then declare SVM the best line of separation is 

a vertical line on the line connection. Show figure (2). 



 

 

  Training : The database was built on the basis of the 

features extracted for each sample used in the training 

phase 130 Prunus_armeniaca   sample 55 sample 

normal and 75 defects samples the results were 

calculated and saved in the database which will be used 

later in the classification process. 

  Testing:  The test phase used 20 Prunus_armeniaca   

samples 10 of which were normal and 10 defects were 

input 20 samples of the system was classified 10 normal 

and 10 defective. Classification patren in machine 

learning are evaluated for their performance by  : 

 

accuracy = (correctly predicted class / total testing 

class) × 100% .                                                         (15) 

The accuracy can be defined as the percentage of 

correctly classified instances :- 

(TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN).                              (16) 

 standard performance measures:  

True-PositiveRate=TP/TP+FN                               (17) 

False-PositiveRate=FP/FP+TN                         (18) 

True-NegativeRate=TN/TN+FP                          (19) 

False-Negative Rate = FN / FN + TP                         (20) 

 where FP, TN, TP and FN represent the number of false 

positives, true negatives, true positives and false 

negatives,respectively.  

For good classifiers, TNR and TPR both should be 

nearer to 100%. Similar is the case with precision and 

accuracy parameters. On the contrary, FNR(False-

Negative Rate) and FPR(True-Positive Rate)  both 

should be as close to 0% [20] . Show Table(1).  

 
Table 1: Describes the details of the test with accuracy. 

 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
It observed that using the algorithm K-Mean to separate 

the object concerned from the background and by 

manual input by selecting the class after the separation to 

calculate the features, which consider the best features 

that are reliable in the classification of the change is very 

clear of the values of those features, It (SVM) 

considered one of the best works and has been given 

accurate results and the system was 100%. Show figure 

(5). 

 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The purpose of this method of classification using SVM 

and training feature  of the classification between 

Prunus_armeniaca   (normal and defects)  , the results 

were very satisfactory and accurate classification 100% 

future business development work to automatic 

classification . 

 

  
Figure2 Pattern sample normal and defect 

Prunus_armeniaca 

 

 

 
Figure3  Preprocessing to separate the object from the 

background by using K-Mean, and selecting the class to 

calculate the features.  



 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 



 

 

 
Figure 4 Show the features computed for each 

Prunus_armeniaca (Normal and Defects). 
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Figure 5 Show the result testing 

(A) Normal 

(B) defect 
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